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Want more mass tort cases?
GrowPath finds them for you.

Sometimes valuable mass tort cases are hiding in your midst — you just
need the right tools to bring them to light. The GrowPath application helps
identify cases you may never have known about, and gives you tools to
manage them more effectively.

Identify potential mass tort cases

Buzzwords identifies possible mass torts when a
key word or phrase is entered into the system.
While entering a note, a paralegal types the
word “diabetes,” and is then prompted to see if
the client took Invokana.
Patent Pending!

Mine past cases for new mass tort cases

Quickly and easily mine your current and past
cases for potential mass torts cases with our
powerful search tools.
If you wanted to look for 3M earplug cases, you
could search for all cases that mention “hearing
loss,” “deaf,” or “tinnitus,” and cross reference or
email this list to check for military service.

See reverse for more

Intake scores verify legitimate cases

Intake scores help your staff identify potential
high-value mass tort cases and triage accordingly.
A paralegal begins a new intake for an Invokana
case after being prompted by the Buzzword
“diabetes.” The answers they receive will create
a live intake score, signifying the case’s potential
value and allowing them to triage accordingly.
Patented!

Save valuable intake time

If you need to collect the same information from
a group of people, there is no easier way than
with our satellite questionnaires.
One client used satellite to instantly collect
answers from hundreds of potential mass action
clients on an 80 question form — a process that
would’ve taken 45 minutes per client.

Make smarter marketing decisions

GrowPath comes with an impressive set of builtin tools to help you manage your marketing
dollars more intelligently.
See which marketing channels are bringing you
the most mass tort cases and at the best ROI —
drill down further by location, Nielsen DMA/TV
market, or demographic.

Refer cases with ease

Email case details to referral partners within the
application. Notes are auto-generated when
sending and their responses are also captured.
Then use Matter Tracker and other tools to
watch cases you’ve referred to colleagues.
Sometimes mass tort cases can take a long time
to resolve, and it’s easy to lose track. GrowPath’s
tools help keep referred cases top-of-mind, or
prompt you when it might be time to take action.

See for yourself.
Schedule a demo.
www.growpath.com

